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ABSTRACT 
We prove that every nonscalar square matrix over a field with at least seven 
elements is similar to a matrix with all its entries different from zero. 
We consider the following problem: Which are the fields F that satisfy the 
following condition? 
(A) Every nonscalar square matrix over F is similar to a matrix with 
nonzero entries. 
Of course, if F has two elements, (A) is not satisfied. There exists only one 
matrix of size p X p ( p 2 2) with nonzero entries over the field F = { 0, l), 
and there exist several similarity classes of p x p nonscalar matrices. 
If F has three or four elements, (A) is not satisfied either, as the following 
examples show: 
EXAMPLE 1. Suppose that F has three elements and that 
A= ’ ’ 
[ 1 0 1 
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is similar to a matrix B with nonzero entries. Since trace(B) = - 1, the 
principal entries of B are equal to 1. Since det( B) = 1, the product of the 
nonprincipal entries of B should be zero, which is impossible. 
EXAMPLE 2. Suppose that F = (0, 1, a, b} has four elements and that 
A= ’ ’ 
[ 1 1 1 
is similar to a matrix B with nonzero entries. Since trace(B) = 1, one of the 
principal entries of B is equal to a and the other is equal to b. Since ab = 1 
and det( B) = 1, we get a contradiction again. 
The following theorem shows that (A) is satisfied if F has at least seven 
elements. The author was not able to decide whether (A) is satisfied when F 
has five elements. 
Given a polynomial 
we denote by C(f) the companion matrix 
C(f) = 
Henceforth, F denotes a field with at least seven elements. 
THEOREM. Every nonscalar matrix A E Fnxn is similar to a matrix with all 
its entries diffrent from zero. 
LEMMA 1. Let K E Fnx”, where n > 2, be a companion matrix, and let 
c E F. Then there exists a nonsingular matrix X E Fnx” such that XKX- ’ has its 
entries different from zero and the enty (1,1) dijjkent frm c. Moreover, the 
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matrix X can be chosen so that 
xb *-* 0 lit= [o *.* 0 llf, 
1 1 0 **. 01x-‘= [x y 0 *** 01, 
with x, YEF, x # 0. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. Suppose that the last row of K is 
[ a, a2 a** a,]. 
If n = 2, we take 
x= l 0 
[ I u 1’ 
withu~F,~#O,u+a~#O,a,-ua,-u’#O, -u#c. 
Now suppose that n > 3. Let L be the principal submatrix of K lying in 
rows and columns 2,3,. . . , n. By the induction assumption, there exists a 
nonsingular matrix YE F(“-‘)x(“-‘) such that YLY-1 = [ci, j] has its entries 
different from zero, Y[O ** * 0 11’ = [0 ** * 0 lit, and [l 0 * ** O]Y-’ = 
[“YO --* 01, with x, ~EF. Then 
x= ([A &J .L2p1 q 
satisfies the conclusions of the lemma if u and u are elements of F satisfying 
the following inequalities: 
u # 0, 
x + uc1,1 # 0, 
y + uc1,2 + 0, 
c,-l.l - ual f 0 
and 
v # 0, 
1 + uu # 0, 
Cl,1 + u( x + %l) * 0, 
Cl,2 + u( Y + %2) f 0, 
a1 - +n-1,1 - UQl) f 07 
- u( Lx + UCl,l) # c. 
(3) 
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Since F has at least seven elements, u can be chosen satisfying (2) and then u 
can be chosen satisfying (3). H 
Let Rf be the ith row of the n x n identity matrix. Let Hr = (Ry)“. 
LEMMA 2. Let 
K=K,fB * *a 8 K,E FnX”, 
where the blocks Ki are nonscalar companion matrices. Suppose that K, is of 
size p x p. Then there exists a nonsingular matrix X E Fnx” such that XKX-’ 
has its entries different from zero. Moreover, if p < n, the matrix X can be 
chosen so that 
XH; = HP” + H;+l. R;X-’ = xR; + yR;+,, 
with x, ~EF, x + 0. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. The case 2 < p = n has been 
considered in Lemma 1. Now suppose that 2 < p < n. 
Case 1: Suppose that p = 2. Let L = K, @ ... e K, and suppose that 
By the induction assumption, 
F(“-2)x(“-2) such that YLY-’ 
{b - cl,n cs,2) and 
Then 
there exists a nonsingular matrix Y = [ ci,J E 
has its entries different from zero. Let z E F - 
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satisfies the conclusions of the lemma if u and t? are elements of F such that 
v # 0, 
QJ + v(c,,, - P) + 0, (4) 
- a + v(c2.2 - Y) + 0 
and 
u # 0, 
Cl.2 - ua # 0, 
1 - uc‘2J # 0, 
y - v + uvc2,1 # 0, 
v-y + a - v( v + P) + Uv2C2,1 f 0, 
v + p - uvc2, l # 0. 
(5) 
Since F has at least seven elements, v can be chosen satisfying (4), and then u 
can be chosen satisfying (5). 
Case 2: Suppose that 2 < p < n. Let L be the principal submatrix of K 
lying in rows and columns 2,3,. . . , n. By the induction assumption, there 
exists a nonsingular matrix YE F(“-‘)x(“-‘) such that YLY’- ’ = [ci, j] has its 
entries different from zero, and 
YH;:l' = HP":; + H"-' P ’ R;-'Y-' = rR;-' + yR;;;, 
with x, y E F. Let U be the nonsingular matrix that we obtain from the n x n 
identity matrix replacing the entry (1, p + 2) with u, the entry ( p + 2,1) with 
v, and the entry ( p + 2, p + 2) with 1 + uv, where u, v E F will be chosen 
later. Then 
x = U([l] @ Y) 
satisfies the conclusions of the lemma if u and v satisfy 
u # 0, 
cp-l,p+l - uu f 0, 
CP, P+l -ua#O, 
x + Wp+l,l + 0, 
(6) 
Y + ~p+l,p+l f 0 
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u # 0, 
1 + uu # 0, 
Cp+l,l + u( x + y?+1,1) + 0, 
Cp+l, p+l + o( Y + ucp+1, p+l) f 0, 
a - o(~~-~, p+l -WI #O, ) 
a - u cp p+l - ua) # 0, ( . 
(7) 
where a = (-1) P-l det( K,). Since F has at least seven elements, u can be 
chosen satisfying (6), and then v can be chosen satisfying (7). n 
LEMMA 3. Let 
be a nonscalar matrix, where Ai = C( fJ, i E { 2, . . . , r}, and 
1 0 a** 0 
A, = [cl 
Let fi be the characteristic polynomial of A,. Suppose that fi divides fi+l, 
iE(l,..., r - 1). Then there exists a nonsingular matrix X E Fnxn such that 
XAX- ’ has its entries d$j&-ent from zero, the entry (1,1) difirent from c, and 
1 1 0 **. 01x-l= [x y 0 *** 01, 
with x, y E F, x + 0. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. If n = 2, we have 
with c, d EF. 
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In this case, we take 
with u E F, u # 0, u # c, u # -d, and u + c - d. 
Now suppose that n > 3. Let B be the principal submatrix of A lying in 
rows and columns 2,3, . . . , n. 
Case 1: Suppose that r = 1 or A, = ’ 
[ I 
I , with c, d E F. 
0 d 
If 
there exists, by the induction assumption, a nonsingular matrix Y E F(“- ‘) ’ cn- ‘) 
such that YBY- ’ = [ci,J has its entries different from zero and [l 0 * * * 
OJY-‘= [x y 0 ..* 01, with x, y E F, x # 0. If r = 1, then, according to 
Lemma 1, there also exists a nonsingular matrix Y satisfying these conditions. 
Then the matrix X indicated in (1) satisfies the conclusions of the lemma if u 
and v are chosen in F so that 
u # 0, 
Y + %,2 f 0, 
r+u(c,,,-c) #O 
and 
0 # 0, 
1 +uv#O, 
Cl.2 + u( Y + UC,,,) + 07 
Cl,1 + v[ r + +1,1 - c)] # 0, 
c - u[ x + u(q1 - c)] # 0, 
c - Cl,1 - v[ x + U(Cl,l - c)] # 0. 
Since F has at least seven elements, this choice is always possible. 
Case 2: Suppose that r > 2 and A, is of size p x p, with p 2 3. By 
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Lemma 2, there exists a nonsingular matrix YE F(“-‘)x(“-‘) such that YBY-1 
has its entries different from zero and 
R;-‘Y-l = rR;-’ + yR;;;, 
with x, y E F, x # 0. As in case 1, it is possible to choose u, v E F so that the 
matrix X indicated in(l) satisfies the conclusions of the lemma. 
Case 3: Suppose that A, = [c] . Since fi divides fi, c is a root of f2, and 
therefore A, is similar to a matrix A’, with the form 
C 1 0 *.* 0 
A2 = [c] or A’, = 0 I* I q gz) . 0 
Let Ys be a nonsingular matrix such that A’s = Ys A,Y; ‘. By the induction 
assumption, there exists a nonsingular matrix Y such that Y( A’, CB As @ * * . +B 
A,)Y-’ = [c~,~] h as its entries different from zero and the entry (1,l) different 
from c. Then 
x= l ([ u v 1+uv 1 1 @ I,_, ([I] @ Y)([‘l e y2 @ 19)p 
where (n - q - 1) x ( n - q - 1) is the size of Ys, satisfies the conclusions of 
the lemma if u and v are chosen in F so that 
u # 0, 
v # 0, 
1 +uv+o, 
c + UV(C - Ci,i) # 0, 
Cl,1 - uv(c - Cl,l) # 0. n 
Proof of the Theurem. Let A E F”‘” be a nonscalar matrix. Let fi, . . . , f, 
be the nonconstant invariant polynomials of A, ordered so that fi divides fi+i, 
iE{l,..., r - 1). Then A is similar to K = C(fi) @ *-- +B C(f,). If fi has 
degree greater than 1, it results from Lemma 2 that K is similar to a matrix 
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with its entries different from zero. If fi has degree 1, the same results from 
Lemma 3. n 
I am indebted to Professor G. N. de Oliveira for bringing this problem to my 
attention. He had learnt it from T. Laffey. However, the first person to have 
considered this problem fw a general fiti seems to have been F. Gaines [Linear 
Algebra Appl. 1:127-138 (1968)]. 
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